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Abstract. End-to-end delay is an important QoS metric in multihop
wireless networks such as sensor networks and mesh networks. Along
with throughput, end-to-end delay determines the user-experienced data
transmission time. End-to-end delay refers to the total time it takes for
a single packet to reach the destination. It is a result of many factors including the length of the route and the interference level along the route,
and therefore both the routing scheme and the MAC layer scheduling
scheme can aﬀect end-to-end delay. We assume a deterministic scheduling scheme is used at the MAC layer. Since the actual delay depends
on the MAC layer scheduling algorithm, at the network layer we try
to reduce the interference on the path instead of the actual delay time.
To ﬁnd the routing solution that minimizes path interference, a suﬃcient condition on conﬂict-free transmission is established, which helps
to quantify the interference on a link. A linear program based on the sufﬁcient condition is developed to compute the routing solution. Through
simulation, we show that the proposed routing scheme can eﬀectively
reduce end-to-end delay.

1

Introduction

With the increasing application of wireless mesh networks and sensor networks,
multihop wireless networking technology is expected to not just provide multihop
connectivity in locations where wired networks cannot reach, but also to support
user traﬃc with certain service guarantees. End-to-end delay is one of the major
metrics for quality of service. The user-perceived data transfer time is a combined
eﬀect of both data rate and end-to-end latency. For transferring a small ﬁle,
the dominating factor is end-to-end latency; for transferring a large ﬁle, the
dominating factor is data rate. In a typical sensor network, where small packets
generated by sensors need to be periodically reported to the base station, endto-end delay plays a more important role. This paper aims to address how to
achieve the minimum end-to-end delay for regular traﬃc through routing.
We assume a deterministic scheduling scheme is used at the MAC layer. For
the network in Fig. 1, the route in (a) leads to longer delay than the route in
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(b) since (b) is the shortest path and there is no interference from other data
ﬂows. But the shortest path does not always lead to the minimum delay. In fact,
end-to-end delay is a result of both the number of hops on the path, and the
interference level along the path.The shortest path leads to the minimum delay
only if the shortest path is the least interfered path.
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Fig. 1. (a) With maximum throughput routing, latency is 6 slot-time; (b) With minimum delay routing, latency is 4 slot-time

To see how delay increases with interference, we compare the delay from the
two scenarios in Fig. 2. If there is only one data ﬂow from source S1 to destination D1, end-to-end latency is 6 slots; However, if there are other transmissions
nearby, the end-to-end latency of the same ﬂow can be increased to 10 slots. Results are obtained by using the FCFS scheduling policy, so a packet is scheduled
to use the next available slot as soon as it arrives; each slot is used to transmit
one packet.
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Fig. 2. (a) With a single data ﬂow, latency is 6 slot-time; (b) When other transmitters
are active, the latency becomes 10 slot-time. Numbers on links are slot numbers. There
are 5 distinct slot numbers.

End-to-end delay is a result of many factors including the length of the route
and the interference level along the route, and therefore both the routing scheme
and the MAC layer scheduling scheme can aﬀect end-to-end delay. The scope of
this paper is on routing only. Without knowledge of the MAC layer scheduling
algorithm, we can only indirectly reduce delay. In this paper, we relate endto-end delay to the accumulated interference along the path, and compute the
routing solution that minimizes path interference. We quantify the interference
level on a link to be the number of mutually conﬂicting transmissions involving
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this link. Therefore the interference on a link is closely related to the scheduling
delay on this link, and the accumulated interference on a path is related to the
end-to-end delay on the path. In fact, the accumulated interference deﬁned this
way is the upper bound of the end-to-end delay on the path by some TDMA
scheduling scheme. By minimizing the accumulated interference through routing,
we can indirectly achieve the minimum delay routing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we brieﬂy survey the
related work on interference modeling and delay optimization in recent years;
in Section 3, we present the necessary background for interference modeling
in the optimization model, and establish a suﬃcient condition for conﬂict-free
transmission; in Section 4, we present the linear programming based routing
scheme; in Section 5 we show the eﬀectiveness of the proposed scheme through
extensive simulation. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

End-to-end delay is an important performance metric in multihop wireless networks. Delay optimization has been achieved through routing path selection,
multiple access control, and sometimes joint design of physical layer and MAC
layer.
MAC layer solutions explore the broadcast nature of wireless transmission and
improve the end-to-end delay through transmission scheduling or transmission
probability control. Chatterjee et al. [1] presented when the routing tree is given
for a sensor network, how to determine the time slot of each node such that
the maximum latency to send a packet from a node to the sink is minimized.
Chaporkar et al. [2] addressed the MAC layer multicast problem as an instance
of the stochastic shortest path problem and developed an optimal transmission
strategy for minimum delay multicasting. Sarkar et al. [3] addressed the energydelay tradeoﬀ problem and formulated the problem as a constrained optimization problem that achieves the minimum energy while satisfying the constraint
on average packet delay. The optimization problem was solved by using dynamic
programming formulation, from which a closed form expression for the optimal
sleep duration is derived. Pereira et al. [4] addressed delay optimization problem for a random access MAC protocol. They presented an accurate analytical
model to derive the optimal transmission probability of each mobile node that
minimizes the delay.
Network layer solutions consider delay as one of the constraints while computing the routing path. In [5], Sivrikaya et al. presented an algorithm to compute
the minimum-delay path for networks with STDMA. Wan et al. [6] presented
approximation algorithms for minimum latency aggregation in sensor networks.
The minimum latency problem is to compute an aggregation tree for sensor
nodes so that the makespan of the aggregation schedule is minimum. The authors
proved the problem is NP-hard and proposed eﬃcient approximation algorithms.
Li et al. [7] studied how to select the routing path with the minimum end-to-end
delay in multi-radio wireless mesh networks and developed routing protocols
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for both single-channel and multi-channel wireless mesh networks. Alzahrani
and Woodward [8] proposed a localized QoS routing algorithm by using statistics collected locally and avoided the overhead incurred in most global routing
schemes.
Network performance is inherently related to parameters of multiple layers.
In addition to those separate-layer solutions mentioned above, there are some
research work using cross-layer schemes for delay optimization. Cui et al. [9]
considered joint design of network layer, MAC layer and physical layer for delay optimization. They optimized the routing ﬂow, TDMA slot assignment and
MQAM modulation rate and power on each link to minimize worst-case packet
delay. The cross-layer optimization problems are approximated by convex optimization problems and eﬃciently solved. Xia et al. [10] used fuzzy logic system in
cross-layer design and considered physical layer, data link layer and application
layer together. Pakdehi et al. [11] introduced cross layer design between MAC
layer and physical layer to optimize the overall system throughput while preserving packet average delay time. Xiao [12] investigated joint design of networkcoding and channel-coding to achieve the optimal delay performance through
the tradeoﬀ design between the network layer and the physical layer.
Delay optimization is the aim of this paper, while interference modeling is the
means to achieve this goal. Interference modeling is a critical part of this paper.
Throughput and delay optimization both rely on accurate modeling of wireless
interference. Interference modeling was ﬁrst studied in the context of throughput
optimization. The most related work includes [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Jain et al. [13]
ﬁrst used conﬂict graphs to model the eﬀect of wireless interference under a simpliﬁed protocol model; Qiu et al. [15] continued to use conﬂict graphs to model
interference under IEEE 802.11 interference model; Further in [16], Qiu et al.
proposed a physical interference model, which is based on measured interference
rather than distance between nodes. In addition to interference modeling, Padhye et al. [18] focused on the estimation of interference and studied the eﬀect
of interference on aggregated network throughput based on IEEE 802.11 model.
The interference modeling method used in our paper is diﬀerent from all previous work in that it is based on the IEEE 802.11 protocol model but uses a
suﬃcient condition instead of the accurate condition on cliques to capture all
mutually conﬂicting relations among transmissions.

3

Preliminaries

The discussion in this section is in the context of a TDMA scheme at the MAC
layer. We assume each slot can be used to transmit one package on a link and get
acknowledgement from the receiver. To make sure all transmissions are conﬂict
free, it is important that all active links that are mutually conﬂicting with each
other use diﬀerent slots. In other words, no two links can use the same slot if
they interfere with each other.
A collision domain is deﬁned as a group of links that are mutually conﬂicting
with each other. In previous work [13], a conﬂict graph has been used to model
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the conﬂicting relation between wireless links. A conﬂict graph representing a
wireless network can be built in polynomial time as follows: we use vertices to
represent wireless links, and then put an edge between two vertices if the wireless
links they represent interfere with each other. To list all collision domains in a
network requires to build a conﬂict graph ﬁrst and then to ﬁnd all cliques in the
conﬂict graph. Although to build the conﬂict graph can be done in polynomial
time, to ﬁnd all cliques in the graph is an NP-hard problem. To avoid solving
an NP-hard problem, we will ﬁnd a suﬃcient condition to replace the clique
condition.
Suppose link (k, l) is a two-hop neighbor of link (i, j) (Adjacent links are considered as one-hop neighbors). Let N 2ij denote the group of two-hop neighbors
{(k, l)} that satisfy: the distance from its one end to link (i, j) is one, and the
distance form the other end to link (i, j) is at most three via a diﬀerent path. If
there is no alternative path to link (i, j), then the distance is counted as ∞.
For each link (i, j), we deﬁne CDij to be the set of links that includes the
following links:
1. link (i, j) itself, and
2. all one-hop neighbors (adjacent links) of (i, j), and
3. the two-hop neighbors of (i, j) deﬁned in N 2ij .
Obviously CDij has polynomial number of links in it as deﬁned above, and there
are O(V 2 ) CDij ’s in a network. Therefore to list all links in {CDij |(i, j) ∈ E}
takes only polynomial time.
The following theorem presents a suﬃcient condition to achieve conﬂict-free
transmission.
Theorem 1. If the following condition is satisfied for all link (i, j) ∈ E, then
all transmissions in the wireless network is conflict free: At any time t, among
all links defined in CDij there is at most one link active at time t.
The detailed proof of the theorem is omitted here due to the space limit. Brieﬂy
speaking, it is a suﬃcient condition because the set {CDij |(i, j) ∈ E} includes
all cliques on the conﬂict graph. If there is at most one link active in CDij , and
this condition holds for any link (i, j), and then there is at most one link active
in any clique.
The implication of this theorem is that for any scheduling algorithm at the
MAC layer, at any time slot, as long as it has at most one link active in CDij
for any link (i, j), then there is no conﬂict. This conclusion leads to another
theorem.
Theorem 2. Let Iij be the total number of active transmissions on links defined
in CDij . Given a routing path P, there exists a conflict-free TDMA scheduling
scheme
such that the end-to-end delay achieved by it is bounded from above by

Iij .
ij∈P

Iij is an indicator of the interference level on link (i, j), so


ij∈P

Iij is the accu-

mulated interference on the routing path. This theorem relates the number of
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active transmissions in a link’s collision domain to delay, and allows us to use the
accumulated interference on the path as the upper bound of end-to-end delay.
Due to the space limit, the design of the TDMA algorithm and the proof for the
upper bound is omitted. Following this direction, the minimum delay routing
becomes minimum interference routing.

4
4.1

Minimum Interference Routing (MIR)
The Model

Following Theorem 2, we use the total interference along the path as an indicator
of delay. This is a better measure of delay than the number of hops, since the
same path can experience diﬀerent amount of delay if the congestion level is
diﬀerent.
We deﬁne variable Xij,f = 1 if link (i, j) is on the routing path of ﬂow f . If
the ﬂow can be split, Xij,f can be fractional and hence represent the probability
of using link (i, j) for ﬂow f . Rij,f is the data rate of link (i, j) allocated to ﬂow
f . Rf , as input constant, is the source rate of ﬂow f . Each ﬂow is speciﬁed by a
(source, destination) pair. Since the source and destination of each ﬂow can be
arbitrarily set, it is possible that one node serves as the source for multiple ﬂows
with each having a diﬀerent destination, so we use Ri,f to denote the source rate
of node i for ﬂow f . Since our ultimate goal is to reduce the end-to-end delay
of a unit ﬂow, we set constant Rf the same for all ﬂows. B is the wireless link
capacity. Iij roughly gives some indication of the interference level at the location
of link (i, j) caused by its own transmission and conﬂicting links’ transmissions.
If is the total interference of all links along the routing path of ﬂow f .
In equality (4c), we approximately quantify Iij as the total “busy time” of link
(i, j) caused by the transmission on link (i, j) itself and nearby transmissions.
We include all links in CDij as deﬁned in section 3, instead of all links within
two hops from (i, j). The reason is that some two-hop neighbors of link (i, j),
namely, (k1, l1) and (k2, l2), if they are not mutually conﬂicting with each other,
can be active at the same time slot. Therefore the number of slots that (i, j)
cannot use due to their interference should not be counted twice. By including
the transmission on link (i, j), we have considered the eﬀect of path length;
by including the transmissions on other links in CDij , we have considered the
interference that link (i, j) received from nearby transmissions.
The minimum interference routing (MIR) can be modeled as follows:
Minimize

If
(1)
f

Subject to
(1) Flow conservation

j∈Ni

(Rij,f − Rji,f ) = Ri,f , ∀i, f

(2a)
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Rij =



Rij,f , ∀link(i, j)

(2b)

f

Ri,f = Rf , ∀f, i is Source(f )

(2c)

Ri,f = −Rf , ∀f, i is Sink(f )
Ri,f = 0, ∀f, i = Source(f ), Sink(f )

(2d)
(2e)

(2) Bandwidth constraint


rij +



ril +

l∈Ni ,l=j



rjk +

k∈Nj ,k=i

rkl ≤ B, ∀ link(i, j)

(3a)

(k,l)∈N 2ij

rij = Rij + Rji , ∀link(i, j)

(3b)

(3) Interference modeling
Rij,f = Rf · Xij,f , ∀ f low f

Iij · Xij,f , ∀ f lowf
If =
link(i,j)

Iij = rij +



l∈Ni ,l=j

ril +



(4a)
(4b)
rjk +

k∈Nj ,k=i



rkl , ∀link(i, j)

(k,l)∈N 2ij

0 ≤ Xij,f ≤ 1, 0 ≤ Rij ≤ B.
4.2

(4c)
(4d)

Linearization

The above formulation is not linear since both Iij and Xij,f in constraint (4b)
are variables. A close approximation to the above formulation is to minimize the
total interference from all links, i.e.,
Minimize



Iij

(5)

link(i,j)

Subject to

All constraints but (4b).

Without constraint (4b) the alternative formulation is linear. Minimizing total
interference from all links can indirectly reduce the end-to-end delay.
An iterative heuristic to solve the nonlinear program (1) is provided as follows:
1. solve
the alternative linear program (5) to get Xij,f and Iij , set objective value
Z0 = If ;
f

2. use Iij as link weight; for each source, use the shortest path algorithm to ﬁnd
the path with the smallest total interference;

3. update Xij,f and Iij ; set Z1 = If ;
f

4. if Z1 < Z0 , set Z0 = Z1 and repeat step 2-4; otherwise stop.
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Routing Path Reconstruction and Rounding

If the ﬂow is allowed to split, then Xij,f is real-valued, so the above linear
program can be solved in polynomial time; If the ﬂow cannot be split, then
Xij,f is a 0-1 integer variable, in which case we ﬁrst relax it to a fractional linear
program and then use the following algorithm to reconstruct the routing paths.
The fractional Xij,f indicates the fraction of ﬂow f that is carried on link (i, j).
PathReconstruction(G(V, E), X)
1
2
3
4
5
6

for each ﬂow f , initialize Df = 1, let s = Source(f ), d = Sink(f )
do ﬁnd the minimum value xmin = minij {Xij,f = 0}
construct a path pf (s ; d) using links (i, j) with Xij,f ≥ xmin
update Df = Df − xmin , Xij,f = Xij,f − xmin for each link (i, j) on pf
update the collection of paths Pf = Pf ∪ pf , f low(pf ) = xmin
iterate lines 2–5 until Df = 0

Picture 3 shows Xij,f on each link, obtained from solving the relaxed linear
programming problem. For instance, in Fig. 3(a), link (SA) has 60% of ﬂow and
link (SD) has 40% of ﬂow for ﬂow s ; d. We ﬁrst get path p1=s-D-C-B-d with
0.4 unit of ﬂow, then get path p2=s-A-C-E-d with 0.6 unit of ﬂow. After we
reconstructed all routing paths for ﬂow f , select the path p∗f with the largest
f low(pf ), set all links (i, j) on p∗f with Xij,f = 1, and set all other links with
Xij,f = 0. By this way, we have selected the path with the largest fraction of
ﬂow as the main routing path and shut down other branches. Fig. 3(b) shows
the result after rounding.
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Fig. 3. Routing path reconstruction based on the computed fractional values of Xij,f

5

Simulation

We now compare the proposed Minimum Interference Routing (MIR) with Shortest Path Routing (SPR) when they use the same MAC layer scheme. Since the
actual delay time depends on the speciﬁc MAC layer scheduling scheme, we
assume the most commonly used FCFS scheduling scheme is used.
In the simulation study, we use 50 nodes deployed on a 150 × 150 square
region, with node transmission range 30. 10 out of the 50 nodes are randomly
selected as source nodes, and all source nodes transmit to a common receiver
(sink node). Each source node generates a packet and we observe the end-to-end
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latency of the single packet. In FCFS, the packet arrival order is random. A relay
node schedules a packet as soon as it arrives; when deciding which slot to use, a
relay node chooses the next available slot to transmit the packet if it does not
conﬂict with other scheduled transmissions. FCFS is one of the most commonly
used scheduling policy in practice. Since the packet arrival order is an important
factor to FCFS, for each given network topology we run 25 tests on 25 random
arrival orders. We tested over 30 network topologies.
SPR chooses the shortest path (in hops) to reach the destination, while MIR
chooses the path that has the minimum interference along the path, with the
objective function speciﬁed in 1 in section 4. Simulation results show that MIR
always outperforms SPR. The performance gain is between 18% to 29% when
FCFS is usedfor scheduling. Fig. 4 shows the performance data. Delay is measured in the number of slots, and each slot is equivalent to the transmission time
for one packet.

MIR+FCFS
SPR+FCFS
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Latency (Slots)
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Fig. 4. MIR vs. SPR comparison

6

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we studied how to achieve the minimum end-to-end delay in a
multihop wireless networks. We presented an optimization model in which the
impact of wireless interference is considered. A suﬃcient condition for conﬂictfree transmission is established, and a linear program model for minimizing endto-end delay is developed using this condition as a constraint. The simulation
results show that model-based optimization did achieve shorter delay than the
existing routing scheme Shortest Path Routing.
The suﬃcient condition is used in a global optimization framework in this
paper, but it can also be used locally for dynamic scheduling, in which the
condition only needs to be satisﬁed within the 2-hop neighborhood of a link.
Moreover, it can also be used for resource reservation and admission control as
part of QoS provisioning in wireless networks. We will address this issue in the
future work.
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